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9781429652667

Library Binding |

$

Juvenile

Nonfiction

Apr 29, 2011

My First Book of Arabic Words

Bilingual Picture Dictionaries

Katy R Kudela

How do you say hello in Arabic? Explore the pages of this

Arabic English picture dictionary to learn new words and

phrases. Colorful photographs and simple labels make

learning Arabic easy.

Capstone

32 pages

9781404875173

Library Binding |

$

Juvenile

Nonfiction

Jul 1, 2012

My First Arabic Phrases

Speak Another Language!

Daniele Fabbri, Jill Kalz

Open the pages of this book and you’ll soon be speaking

Arabic! Colorful illustrations and simple labels make

learning Arabic fun. From the basics to cool phrases, this

book will give you lots to talk about!

Capstone

32 pages

9781432958343

Library Binding |

$

Juvenile

Nonfiction

Jan 1, 2012

Arabic

Languages of the World

Daniel Nunn

This book looks at Arabic, and examines where it is

spoken, who speaks it, what alphabet the language is

written in, and other interesting facts. The book also

includes introductions on how to say key phrases in Arabic,

such as how to say hello and goodbye, or talk about your

home, school, and family. A pronunciation guide at the

back of the book explains how to pronounce the Arabic

words used throughout the book.

Capstone

32 pages

9781410940735

Library Binding |

$

Juvenile

Nonfiction

Jul 1, 2011

Middle Eastern Migration

Children's True Stories: Migration

Deborah Kent

Middle Eastern Migration will consider the millions of

displaced people in the region, including Palestinian

refugees from Israeli Conflicts, Iraqi and Afghan refugees

from current wars, and Kurdish migration to Europe,

Armenia, Turkey etc.

Capstone

32 pages

9781612286464 

Hardcover | $33.00 

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Jun 30, 2010
informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and

research. Series titles have been developed to address

many of the Common Core specific goals, higher level

thinking skills, and progressive learning strategies for

middle grade and junior high level students.

Mitchell Lane

64 pages

9781489611062

Library Binding |

$26.52
Juvenile

Nonfiction

Aug 1, 2014

Migrants and Refugees

Global Issues

Trevor Smith

The impact of a large movement of groups of people 
globally is examined in terms of ethics, impact on the 
environment, historical context and future impacts.

Av2 by Weigl

48 pages

9781432926175

Library Binding |

$25.06
Juvenile

Nonfiction

Jan 1, 2010

Graphing Immigration

Real World Data #4

Andrew Solway

How will global warming affect future immigration? Why do

refugees leave their countries? What is a visa? Real World

Data presents information about familiar curricular topics

through charts and graphs. Each title shows how to

organize data in different visual forms, and how to interpret

and create tables, line graphs, bar graphs, and pie charts.

Capstone

32 pages

9780766067837 

Hardcover | $27.29 

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Aug 15, 2015

Exploring Middle Eastern Cultures Through Crafts

Multicultural Crafts

Mia Farrell

From evil eye good luck charms to prayer rugs to perfume

bottles, these fun, easy crafts introduce you to the beautiful

world of the Middle East.

Enslow Publishing

32 pages
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Understanding Syria Today

A Kid's Guide to the Middle East

Michael Capek

Understanding Syria Today is an accurate and 

contemporary presentation that explores the Middle 

Eastern nation of Syria with a focus on the country as it is 

today: current issues, culture, and lifestyle. The book is 

written in an easy-to-read enjoyable narrative form for 

elementary readers grades 3-6. 
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9781897187326 

Paperback | $ . 6 

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Oct 31, 2007

Our New Home : Immigrant Children Speak

Emily Hearn, Marywinn Milne

From the diverse cultures of Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Vietnam,

Guyana, Somalia, and others, immigrant children write of

the fear, the excitement and challenge of moving to another

world and forging a new sense of self in a new land.

Second Story Press

130 pages

9780888999085 

Paperback | $ .00 

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Mar 1, 2009

Children of War

Deborah Ellis

USBBY Outstanding International Books Honor

List In this book, Deborah Ellis turns her attention to the

most tragic victims of the Iraq war -- Iraqi children. She

interviews young people, mostly refugees living in Jordan,

but also a few who are trying to build new lives in North

America. Some families have left Iraq with money; others

are penniless and ill or disabled. Most of the children have

parents who are working illegally or not at all, and the fear

of deportation is a constant threat. Ellis provides an

historical overview and brief explanations of context, but

other than that allows the children to speak for themselves,

with minimal editorial comment or interference. Their

stories are frank, harrowing and sometimes show

surprising resilience, as the children try to survive the

consequences of a war in which they played no part. A

glossary, map and suggestions for further information are

included.

Groundwood Books Ltd

128 pages

9781580896122 

Hardcover | $ 5. 6 

Juvenile Fiction 

Aug 4, 2015

I'm New Here

Anne Sibley O'Brien

Maria is from Guatemala, Jin is from Korea, and

Fatima is from Somalia. All three are new to their American

elementary school, and each has trouble speaking, writing,

and sharing ideas in English. Through self-determination

and with encouragement from their peers and teachers, the

students learn to feel confident and comfortable in their

new school without losing a sense of their home country,

language, and identity. Young readers from all

backgrounds will appreciate this touching story about the

assimilation of three immigrant students in a supportive

school community. Anne Sibley O'Brien is one of the

founders of I'm Your Neighbor, an organization that

promotes children's literature featuring "new arrival"

cultures. As the rate of immigration to the United States

increases, topics related to immigration are increasingly

more important in the classroom and home. I'm New Here

demonstrates how our global community can work together

and build a home for all.

Charlesbridge Children's Books

32 pages

9780525428091 

Hardcover | $ 6.79 

Juvenile Fiction 

Sep 1, 2015

Mama's Nightingale: A Story of Immigration and

Separation

Edwidge Danticat, Leslie Staub

A touching tale of parent-child separation and

immigration, from a National Book Award finalistAfter

Saya's mother is sent to an immigration detention center,

Saya finds comfort in listening to her mother's warm

greeting on their answering machine. To ease the

distance between them while she’s in jail, Mama begins

sending Saya bedtime stories inspired by Haitian folklore

on cassette tape. Moved by her mother's tales and her

father's attempts to reunite their family, Saya writes a

story of her own—one that just might bring her mother

home for good.With stirring illustrations, this tender tale

shows the human side of immigration and imprisonment

—and shows how every child has the power to make a

difference.

Dial Books for Young Readers

32 pages

9780544432284 

Hardcover | $20.39 

Juvenile Fiction 

Sep 1, 2015

My Two Blankets

Irena Kobald, Freya Blackwood

Cartwheel moves to a new country with her

auntie, and everything is strange: the animals, the plants-

even the wind. An old blanket gives Cartwheel comfort

when she's sad-and a new blanket just might change her

world. This multicultural story of friendship is about leaving

home, moving to a foreign and strange place, and finding a

new friend. It's a story for all who have experienced

change. Irena Kobald's poetic text, paired with Kate

Greenaway medalist Freya Blackwood's powerfulpaintings,

renders an emotional and heart-warming story about two

children from diverse backgrounds coming together to

become new friends.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

32 pages

9781443133203 

Hardcover | $ 2.7  

Juvenile Fiction 

Sep 1, 2014

Fox and Squirrel Make a Friend

Ruth Ohi

Is there room for someone else in Fox and

Squirrel's friendship? Fox and Squirrel are the best of

friends. But when Yellow Bird comes along, he and

Squirrel frolic high up in the treetops where Fox can't

reach. Fox feels like Squirrel doesn't need him anymore.

Can Squirrel help Fox see that there's room in their

friendship for another? Ruth Ohi delivers another

irresistible story about the adventures of two lovable

friends, told through the same spare text and expressive

watercolour illustrations as Fox and Squirrel. The simple

text and joyful art together deliver a heart warming tale

with a subtle but profound message about the strengths

of friendship, loyalty, and acceptance.

Scholastic Canada Ltd

32 pages

9781550050691 

Paperback | $9.3  

Juvenile Fiction 

Sep 30, 2004

The Roses in my Carpets

Rukhsana Khan, Ronald Himler

For a young refugee living with loss and terror-filled

memories, time is measured by the next bucket of water,

the next portion of bread, and the next call to prayer. Here,

where everything - walls, floor, courtyard - is mud, a boy’s

heart can still long for freedom, independence, and safety.

And here, where life is terribly fragile, the strength to

endure grows out of need. But the strength to dreams

comes from within.

Fitzhenry & Whiteside

32 pages

9781550373974 

Library Binding

From Far Away

Classic Munsch

Robert Munsch, Saoussan Askar, Michael Martchenko

Based on a true story, Saoussan and her family flee a

war-torn Lebanon, where bombs and gunshots were part

of a daily life. Now safe in her new country, Saoussan

starts school. But not knowing any English made the

simplest things difficult: to go to the washroom, Saoussan

would crawl to the door when the teacher's head was

turned and wait until someone opened it. Saoussan must

adapt to a new culture in a much safer world.

Annick Press

24 pages
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9780888999306 

Paperback | $ .0  

Juvenile Fiction 

Feb 1, 2009

A New Life

Rukhsana Khan, Nasrin Khosravi

Eight-year-old Khadija, her older brother,

Hamza, and their parents have just arrived in Canada from

Pakistan. In their classrooms on the first day of school

Khadija and Hamza are confronted by a sea of unfamiliar

faces. Everyone looks so different from the way they did

back home. At first Khadija and Hamza feel left out at

recess, and they both become the targets of school bullies.

It's really hard to have to speak English all day long. And

Khadija just can't figure out how to get enough water out of

the drinking fountain. Hamza, in particular, misses

everything about Pakistan -- his friends, his school and his

grandmother. But gradually, Khadija and Hamza find new

friends and begin to feel more at home.

Groundwood Books Ltd

64 pages

9781847802613 

Hardcover | $ 5.99 

Juvenile Fiction 

Mar 26, 2013

Azzi in Between

Sarah Garland

Azzi and her parents are in danger. They have to

leave their home and escape to another country on a

frightening journey by car and boat. In the new country they

must learn to speak a new language, find a new home and

Azzi must start a new school. With a kind helper at the

school, Azzi begins to learn English and understand that

she is not the only one who has had to flee her home. She

makes a new friend, and with courage and

resourcefulness, begins to adapt to her new life. But

Grandma hasbeen left behind and Azzi misses her more

than anything. Will Azzi ever see her grandma again?

Drawing on her own experience of working among refugee

families, renowned author and illustrator Sarah Garland

tells, with tenderness and humour, an exciting adventure

story to be enjoyed by readers of all ages.Endorsed by

Amnesty International.

Frances Lincoln - PGW

40 pages

9781742378329 

Hardcover | $22.09 

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Nov 1, 2011

Little Refugee

Anh Do

Anh Do's inspirational story about his family's

incredible escape from war-torn Vietnam and his childhood

in Australia, told especially for children. Giant waves

crashed down on our little boat. I was terrified but my mum

hugged me tight and told me, "Everything will be okay.

Don't worry, it will be okay." Anh Do nearly didn't make it to

Australia. His entire family came close to losing their lives

as they escaped from war-torn Vietnam in an overcrowded

boat. It was a dangerous journey, with murderous pirates

and terrifying storms, but they managed to survive. Life in

suburban Australia was also hard for a small boy with no

English and funny lunches. But there was a loving

extended family, lots of friends, and always something to

laugh about for Anh, his brother Khoa, and their sister

Tram. And eventually for a young Anh, who tried hard to

see the bright side of life no matter what the difficulty, there

was triumph. The Little Refugee tells the uplifting and

inspiring childhood story of one of Australia's favorite

personalities.

Allen & Unwin

32 pages

9780374351144 

Hardcover | $ 6.99 

Juvenile Fiction 

Apr 3, 2003

My Name Is Yoon

Ezra Jack Keats New Illustrator Award

Helen Recorvits, Gabi Swiatkowska

Getting to feel at home in a new country

Yoon's name means Shining Wisdom, and when she

writes it in Korean, it looks happy, like dancing figures.

But her father tells her that she must learn to write it in

English. In English, all the lines and circles stand alone,

which is just how Yoon feels in the United States. Yoon

isn't sure that she wants to be YOON. At her new school,

she tries out different names - maybe CAT or BIRD.

Maybe CUPCAKE!Helen Recorvits's spare and inspiring

story about a little girl finding her place in a new country

is given luminous pictures filled with surprising vistas and

dreamscapes by Gabi Swiatkowska. My Name Is Yoon

is a 2008 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the Year.

Farrar Straus & Giroux

32 pages

9781554550012 

Paperback | $9.3  

Juvenile Fiction 

Nov 8, 2008

Call Me Aram

New Begininngs

Marsha Forchuk Skrypuch, Muriel Wood

Ontario Library Association's Golden Oak Award

nominee 2010OLA's Silver Birch Express nominee

2010Aram Davidian is one of a group of Armenian refugee

orphans who made the trip from Corfu, Greece to a new

home in Canada, at a farm in Georgetown, Ontario. And

like the others, Aram is delighted with the beauty of his new

home and the kindness of the people taking care of

them.But adjusting to a new home isn't easy. None of the

Canadians speak Armenian, and the boys are left to puzzle

out their hosts' bewildering language and customs. While

Aram can't really understand why they must eat the steamy

mess called porridge every day, he and the other boys are

delighted by the strange candies and fruits they have

never experienced before. Slowly they must learn that it

isn't necessary to horde their food; more comes every day.

There is so much to confuse and delight. They cannot

understand why their Canadian host wants them to stand

under water coming out of a wall when they can just jump

in the pond to get clean. But the ice box and stove are

wonders of modern life. Despite the many pleasant

distractions, Aram misses his young friend, Mgerdich.

Injured on the long journey to Canada, Mgerdich is alone in

a hospital in France. And what is more disturbing is that

Aram and the other boys have been given new names,

English names, to go by. If they are forced to discard their

Armenian names, how will their extended families find them

again one day? Even the final arrival of Mgerdich does not

cheer up Aram, who cannot explain to his young friend why

he must have a new name. As much as they want to forget

the hardships and tragedies of their past lives, the boys

can't understand why they must give up their identities.

With a little help from an Armenian translator, Aram at last

has the chance to thank his kind hosts for all their care and

explain why he and the others must always keep their

names. Call Me Aram is the sequel to My Name is Aram,

which was nominated for the Silver Birch Award and the

CLA's Children's Book of the Year Award.New Beginnings

Fitzhenry & Whiteside

86 pages

9780545816625 

Hardcover | $ 7.  

Juvenile Fiction 

Jun 1, 2015

Close to the Wind

Jon Walter

An utterly heart-shattering debut about greed,

love, trust, and what matters most when your world falls

apart. A war-torn country . . . only one way out. Ten-year-

old Malik’s world is falling apart. Soldiers have invaded

town, and his mother is missing, leaving Malik with his

grandfather, Papa. Along with a thousand other refugees,

their hope for escape to a new life lies in gaining passage

aboard one ship — but the demand for tickets is high, and

so is the cost. Can they make it on? And will they find

Mama before the ship departs? When things don’t go as

planned, Malik must summon all of his courage and

resourcefulness to survive. A heart-wrenching and

suspenseful story of sacrifice and resilience, Close to the

Wind confronts the realities of war in a timeless and

accessible way.

Scholastic Inc

304 pages

9781432933166

Library Binding |

$2 .02
Juvenile

Nonfiction

Aug 15, 2009

Good Relationships

Exploring Citizenship

Vic Parker

What is a relationship? Why should people respect each

other? What makes a good friendship? Read ‘Good

Relationships’ to learn how important it is to get along with

the people around us. Explore what can happen when

people do not try to listen to or understand each other.

Capstone

32 pages

9781432933128

Library Binding |

$2 .02
Juvenile

Nonfiction

Aug 15, 2009

Sharing

Exploring Citizenship

Sue Barraclough

Why is sharing important? Are there times when you

shouldn't share? What can you share with other people?

Read ‘Sharing’ to learn about the different ways people can

share with one another. Find out what to do if someone

does not want to share, why it is important to share friends,

and how it can be useful to work as a team.

Capstone

32 pages
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9781476540702

Library Binding |

$ . 2
Juvenile

Nonfiction

Jan 1, 2014

I Am Caring

I Don't Bully

Melissa Higgins, Gail Saunders-Smith

The choices you make matter! By caring for others, you

choose not to be a bully. Read about how you can be

caring.

Capstone

32 pages

9781476540696

Library Binding |

$ . 2
Juvenile

Nonfiction

Jan 1, 2014

I Am Fair

I Don't Bully

Melissa Higgins, Gail Saunders-Smith

The choices you make matter! By being fair, you choose

not to be a bully. Read about how you can be fair.

Capstone

32 pages

9781476540672

Library Binding |

$ . 2
Juvenile

Nonfiction

Jan 1, 2014

I Am Respectful

I Don't Bully

Melissa Higgins, Gail Saunders-Smith

The choices you make matter! By being respectful, you

choose not to be a bully. Read about how you can be

respectful.

Capstone

32 pages

9781476540719

Library Binding |

$ . 2
Juvenile

Nonfiction

Jan 1, 2014

I Am a Good Citizen

I Don't Bully

Melissa Higgins, Gail Saunders-Smith

The choices you make matter! By being a good citizen, you

choose not to be a bully. Read about how you can be a

good citizen.

Capstone

32 pages

9780766071162 

Hardcover | $2 .  

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Aug 15, 2015

Being Kind

All About Character

Joanna Ponto

What does it mean to be kind? Through simple scenarios

illustrated by full-page color photographs, young readers

are introduced to everyday kindness that will inspire them

to try out their own acts of kindness.

Enslow Publishing

24 pages

9780766070998 

Hardcover  

$2 .  

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Aug 15, 2015

Being Respectful

All About Character

Joanna Ponto

What does it mean to be respectful? What are good

manners? Through real-life examples and full-page

photographs, young readers learn how to be respectful to

teachers, family, elders, and each other.

Enslow Publishing

24 pages

9781623235185 

Hardcover | $2 .2  

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Aug 1, 2013

Friendliness

Values to Live By

Cynthia Amoroso

Through various examples, children learn about

friendliness and how to apply it to everyday life. At school,

on the playground, and even in one's own neighborhood,

various situations are presented which teach readers about

the importance of being friendly to others.

The Child's World

24 pages

9781623235277 

Hardcover | $2 .2  

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Aug 1, 2013

Tolerance

Values to Live By

Cynthia Amoroso

Through various examples, children learn about tolerance

and how to apply it to everyday life. At school, on the

playground, and even at home, various situations are

presented which teach readers about the importance of

being tolerant of others.

The Child's World

24 pages

EduCan Media Page 4
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9781624032936 

Hardcover | $2 .2  

Juvenile Nonfiction 

Jan 9, 2014

Everyone is Equal:

What We Stand For

Anders Hanson

Learn how to be respectful of the differences in

others! Everyone is Equal: the Kids’ Book of Tolerance

will teach kids to be tolerant of other peoples looks,

abilities, beliefs, and to talk & learn about differences.

This book will show kids how to use compassion,

respect, responsibility, and honesty with those around

them. Simple text and charming pictures will keep kids

interested while they learn. It’s never too early to help

kids stand up for what is right. Aligned to Common Core

Standards and correlated to state standards. Super

SandCastle is an imprint of Abdo Publishing.
ABDO Publishing

24 pages

9781624032929 

Hardcover | $2 .2  

Juvenile Nonfiction 

Jan 9, 2014

Do Something for Others:

What We Stand For

Anders Hanson

Learn how to support your community! Do

Something for Others: the Kids’ Book of Citizenship will

teach kids to follow the rules, be respectful and tolerant,

take care of the environment and help others. This book

will show kids how to use compassion, respect,

responsibility, and honesty with those around them.

Simple text and charming pictures will keep kids

interested while they learn. It’s never too early to help

kids stand up for what is right. Aligned to Common Core

Standards and correlated to state standards. Super

SandCastle is an imprint of Abdo Publishing.
ABDO Publishing

24 pages

9781624032943 

Hardcover | $2 .2  

Juvenile Nonfiction 

Jan 9, 2014

Keeping the Peace:

What We Stand For

Anders Hanson

Help make the world a more peaceful place.

Learn how to stop conflict in its tracks. Keeping the

Peace: the Kids’ book of Peacemaking will teach kids to

solve conflicts by first finding out what each person

wants, and ending with a solution. This book will show

kids how to use compassion, respect, responsibility, and

honesty with those around them. Simple text and

charming pictures will keep kids interested while they

learn. It’s never too early to help kids stand up for what is

right. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated

to state standards. Super SandCastle is an imprint of

Abdo Publishing.

ABDO Publishing

24 pages

9781624032950 

Hardcover | $2 .2  

Juvenile Nonfiction 

Jan 9, 2014

Land of the Free:

What We Stand For

Anders Hanson

Learn all about your rights! Land of the Free: the Kids’

Book of Freedom will teach kids about the freedom to

vote, of religion, to choose where to live, of speech, and

to learn. Simple text and charming pictures will keep kids

interested while they learn. It’s never too early to help

kids stand up for what is right. Aligned to Common Core

Standards and correlated to state standards. Super

SandCastle is an imprint of Abdo Publishing.

ABDO Publishing

24 pages

9781623702205 

Boardbook | $ .  

Juvenile Nonfiction 

Aug 1, 2015

My First 123

Maple Leaf Learners

Kathleen Corrigan

Photographic Canadian first counting book

Capstone

20 pages
9781623702199 

Boardbook | $ .  

Juvenile Nonfiction 

Aug 1, 2015

My First ABC

Maple Leaf Learners

Kathleen Corrigan

Photographic Canadian alphabet board book.

Capstone

20 pages

9781623702229 

Boardbook | $ .  

Juvenile Nonfiction 

Aug 1, 2015

My First Colours

Maple Leaf Learners

Kathleen Corrigan

Photographic Canadian colors book

Capstone

20 pages
9781623702212 

Boardbook | $ .  

Juvenile Nonfiction 

Aug 1, 2015

My First Shapes

Maple Leaf Learners

Kathleen Corrigan

Photographic Canadian first shapes book

Capstone

20 pages
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9781623705411 

Boardbook | $ .  

Juvenile Nonfiction 

Aug 1, 2015

My First Words

Maple Leaf Learners

Jennifer Sutoski

Maple Leaf Learners will delight parents and children

alike. Bright images and simple text will help youngsters

learn their first words.

Capstone

9781623705428 

Boardbook | $ .  

Juvenile Nonfiction 

Aug 1, 2015

My First Opposites

Maple Leaf Learners

Jennifer Sutoski

Maple Leaf Learners will delight parents and children

alike. Bright images and simple text will help youngsters

learn their first opposites.

Capstone

9781623705435 

Boardbook | $ .  

Juvenile Nonfiction 

Aug 1, 2015

My First Machines

Maple Leaf Learners

Jennifer Sutoski

Maple Leaf Learners will delight parents and children

alike. Bright images and simple text will help youngsters

learn their first machines.

Capstone

9781623705442 

Boardbook | $ .  

Juvenile Nonfiction 

Aug 1, 2015

My First Animals

Maple Leaf Learners

Jennifer Sutoski

Maple Leaf Learners will delight parents and children

alike. Bright images and simple text will help youngsters

learn their first animals.

Capstone

9781432988029 

Library Binding |

$2 .
Juvenile Nonfiction 

Jan 1, 2014

Alphabet Fun: Making Letters With Your Body

Isabel Thomas

In this book, readers can learn the alphabet while getting

“in shape”! Each page shows one or more children using

their bodies to make the shape of a different letter of the

alphabet, both upper and lower case. The photographs

are accompanied by simple printed versions of each

upper- and lower-case letter.

Capstone

32 pages

9781484604090 

Library Binding |

$2 .
Juvenile Nonfiction 

Jul 1, 2014

Number Fun: Making Numbers With Your Body

Isabel Thomas

With this book, children can learn the numbers 1 to 20

while getting "in shape!" Each page shows children using

their bodies to make the shape of numbers, alongside

simple printed versions of each number. The book

complements the similar Alphabet Fun title.

Capstone

24 pages

9781491470930 

Library Binding |

$2 . 0
Juvenile Nonfiction 

Mar 1, 2015

Canadian Coins

Canadian Symbols

Sabrina Crewe

This book takes a simple look at Canadian coins,

examining the symbols used on each denomination, as

well as their nicknames, history, and significance as

symbols of Canada.  

Capstone

9781491470909 

Library Binding |

$2 . 0
Juvenile Nonfiction 

Mar 1, 2015

The Canadian Flag

Canadian Symbols

Sabrina Crewe

This book takes a simple look at the Canadian flag,

examining its origins, history and on-going significance as

a symbol of Canada.  

Capstone

EduCan Media Page 6
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9781632902832 

Library Binding |

$ . 2 Juvenile 

Fiction Mar 1, 

2015

The Alphabet Song

Sing-Along Songs

Steven Anderson, Takako Fisher

Support children in developing early literacy skills with

this classic song that helps to increase letter and sound

recognition. Through the song, students learn their

letters. By following along with the picture book, students

learn the letters' shapes too! Includes hardcover book,

music CD and online music access.

Capstone

9781632903815 

Library Binding |

$ . 2 Juvenile 

Fiction Jan 1, 

2016

The More We Get Together

Sing-along Silly Songs

Steven Anderson, Stephanie Laberis, Musical Youth

Productions

Let’s all get together to sing, dance and play with our

friends! This sweet classic reminds us that friends really

do make the world go round. The more you read and sing

along to the perfectly paired music and text, the happier

you’ll be! This hardcover library bound book comes with

CD and online music access.

Capstone

9781632902597 

Library Binding |

$ . 2
Juvenile Nonfiction 

Mar 1, 2015

I'll Share

Me, My Friends, My Community

Jenna Laffin, Tina Kugler

Sharing makes activities fun for everyone! Sing as you

read about sharing with friends and family! Includes

hardcover book, music CD plus online music access.

Capstone

9781632902696 

Library Binding |

$ . 2
Juvenile Nonfiction 

Mar 1, 2015

People Who Help at School

People Who Help

Janet Preus, Charlotte Cooke

A fun song and matching picture book help children

recognize different people in their school and the role

they play. Includes hardcover book, music CD and online

music access.

Capstone

9780736898348 

Paperback | $6.  

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Jan 1, 2004

Who Am I?

Phonics Readers 1-36

Wiley Blevins

Phonics Readers is a recognized leader in helping you

teach phonics and phonemic awareness, within the context

of content-area reading. Content area focus: Jobs; Phonics

Skills: short a, f, m, t

Capstone

8 pages

9780736898102 

Paperback | $  

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Jan 1, 2004

Is It Hot? Is It Not?

Phonics Readers 1-36

Wiley Blevins

Phonics Readers is a recognized leader in helping you

teach phonics and phonemic awareness, within the context

of content-area reading. Content area focus: Properties of

Materials; Phonics Skills: short o, h , n , s

Capstone

8 pages

9780736898065 

Paperback | $6.  

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Jan 1, 2004

Can You See It?

Phonics Readers 1-36

Wiley Blevins

Phonics Readers is a recognized leader in helping you

teach phonics and phonemic awareness, within the context

of content-area reading. Content area focus: Camouflage

Phonics Skills: short e, r-blends

Capstone

8 pages

9780736898225 

Paperback | $  

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Jan 1, 2004

Race to a Fire!

Phonics Readers 1-36

Rachel Mann

Phonics Readers is a recognized leader in helping you

teach phonics and phonemic awareness, within the context

of content-area reading. Content area focus: Everyday

Heroes Phonics Skills: final e, r-blends

Capstone

8 pages
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9780736898041 

Paperback | $  

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Jan 1, 2004

Baby Animals

Phonics Readers 1-36

Cindy Chapman

Phonics Readers is a recognized leader in helping you

teach phonics and phonemic awareness, within the context

of content-area reading. Content area focus: Animal

Families Phonics Skills: short i, c, d, w, y

Capstone

8 pages

9780736898164 

Paperback | $  

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Jan 1, 2004

On a Farm

Phonics Readers 1-36

Cindy Chapman

Phonics Readers is a recognized leader in helping you

teach phonics and phonemic awareness, within the context

of content-area reading. Content area focus: Farm Life

Phonics Skills: short o, g, l,

Capstone

8 pages

9781476531915 

Paperback | $  

Juvenile Fiction 

Jan 1, 2013

At the Park

Start Reading

Annemarie Young, Louise Redshaw, Nancy E Harris

The family went to the park. They saw a duck and a kite. 

Then they saw something hiding on a leaf!

Capstone

24 pages

9781476531892 

Paperback | $  

Juvenile Fiction 

Jan 1, 2013

Fun Run

Start Reading

Jillian Powell, Amanda Gulliver, Nancy E Harris

The children ran past the starting line and the other

runners. Then they ran past the finish line. Hurray!

Capstone

24 pages

9781476531922 

Paperback | $  

Juvenile Fiction 

Jan 1, 2013

In the Garden

Start Reading

Annemarie Young, Louise Redshaw, Nancy E Harris

The children were in the garden. They found a butterfly and

a bee. They even found a bug on Dad …

Capstone

24 pages

9781476531854 

Paperback | $  

Juvenile Fiction 

Jan 1, 2013

Is it for me?

Start Reading

Claire Llewellyn, Polona Lovsin, Nancy E Harris

Baby has lots of new presents. The boy wants a present,

too! Is there anything for him?

Capstone

24 pages

9781476531939 

Paperback | $  

Juvenile Fiction 

Jan 1, 2013

Let's Go Out

Start Reading

Annemarie Young, Louise Redshaw, Nancy E Harris

The family is getting ready to go out. The boy puts on his

sweater and his gloves.  What else does he need?

Capstone

24 pages

9781476531861 

Paperback | $  

Juvenile Fiction 

Jan 1, 2013

Splash!

Start Reading

Claire Llewellyn, Lauren Beard, Nancy E Harris

The children want to splash in the sea, but they need all

their swim things before they go!

Capstone

24 pages
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9781591585299

Hardcover

5 .00 | 

Social Science

Nov 1, 2015

Folktales from the Arabian Peninsula: Tales of Bahrain, 
Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab 
Emirates, and Yemen
World Folklore
Margaret Read MacDonald, Nadia J Taibah

This unique and diverse selection of traditional folktales 
from the countries of the Arabian Peninsula appeals to a 
broad audience, ranging from storytellers and educators to 
folklorists and scholars.

Libraries Unlimited

126 pages

9781625219299 

Paperback | $  

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Jul 2, 2014

The Power of Playful Learning: The Green Edition

Maupin House

Joyce Hemphill, Laura Scheinholtz, Heather Von Bank

Go green in your classroom! This collection of playful

activities will support and complement your classroom

curriculum, and the games and activities can be made

almost entirely from common household recyclables. Each

activity includes simple instructions for creating the game

or toy and a list of educational and developmental benefits.

Capstone

184 pages

9781936700448 

Paperback | $  

Education

Jan 1, 2013

That's a GREAT Answer! Second Edition: Teaching

Literature-response Strategies to Elementary, ELL, and

Struggling Readers

Maupin House

Nancy Boyles

The ability to comprehend and to respond

meaningfully to text is a skill students need every day—not

just on test day. That’s a GREAT Answer! provides

complete and ready-to-go support to help teachers get

great answers to open-ended comprehension questions

from the students who need help the most—elementary

students, struggling older readers, and English language

learners.   In this revised second edition, Nancy Boyles now

includes new Common Core State Standards-based

objectives, step-by-step lesson sequences, collaborative

tasks that link teaching to learning, insightful new teaching

tips, updated and enhanced bibliographies, and student

targets on the CD that specify how to meet each objective

and answer a particular comprehension question. Her

ready-to-go student scaffolds then break comprehension

objectives into fifty-three specific, measurable, open-ended

questions divided among four thinking strands. A chart

shows the correlation between all objectives and the

Common Core State Standards for comprehension—easily

aligned to the literacy objectives of any state curriculum.

Each open-ended question includes: a step-by-step lesson

sequence; a template for a related oral collaborative task;

teaching tips; a bibliography of fiction and nonfiction picture

books aligned with the question; a template instructing

students how to find key evidence for the objective before

writing their response; an answer frame scaffold for initial

response practice that helps students at any grade level

organize and elaborate; and a target on the CD that

specifies for students how to meet each objective and

answer a particular comprehension question. The included

CD provides all of the answer frames and targets for the

open-ended questions, as well as rubrics, criteria charts,

planners, and an extensive master bibliography that

matches key fiction and nonfiction literature models with

appropriate objectives. From setting a foundation with

great standards, books, and instruction t

Capstone

9781416606741

Paperback | 

Education

Jun 1, 2008

Educating Everybody's Children: Diverse Teaching 

Strategies for Diverse Learners

Robert W Cole

esigned to promote reflection, discussion, and action 
among the entire learning community, ducating 

verybody s hildren encapsulates hat research has 
revealed about successfully addressing the needs of 
students from economically, ethnically, culturally, and 
linguistically diverse groups and identifies a ide range of 
effective principles and instructional strategies. 

Association for Supervision & Curriculum Deve

295 pages

9781416605195 

Paperback | $  

Education

Feb 1, 2013

Getting Started with English Language Learners: How

Educators Can Meet the Challenge o  can  help my 
ne comers feel more comfortable around other students  
Am  doing enough to help my nglish language learners 

succeed  ave you had these thoughts  Take heart, you 
are not alone. As schools and districts s ell ith gro ing 
numbers of nglish language learners, it is imperative for 
educators to learn about and use the theories and teaching 
strategies that ill help nglish language learners succeed 
in the classroom.

Association for Supervision & Curriculum Deve 

163 pages

9781416609124 

Paperback  

Language Arts & 

Disciplines 

Feb 1, 2010

Teaching English Language Learners Across the

Content Areas

Judie Haynes, Debbie Zacarian

Taking off from the ideas in our best-selling book,

Getting Started with English Language Learners, here's a

book that helps teachers in every subject area become

expert teachers of English language learners (ELL). Using

classroom scenarios that depict common challenges in

elementary, middle, and high school content area classes,

the authors describe the basics that every teacher needs to

begin teaching both content and the English language,

inlcuding: Learning environments that provide ELLs with

multiple opportunities to practice activities and connect

learning to personal and cultural experiences. Lesson plans

that identify core ideas, tap students' background

knowledge, and use visuals, think-alouds, and other ways

to engage ELLs. Small-group configurations that include

ELLs in mainstream instruction by involving them in

activities with their fellow students.

Association for Supervision & Curriculum Deve

183 pages
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